
Suggested Stuff to Bring to Mexico Amor 
 

Clothes for Work Site; Must be ok that they get REALLY DIRTY 
 Strong long pants (shorts not ok at worksite, jeans ok but may be hot) 
 Closed sturdy shoes (that can get stucco on them) and socks 
 Long sleeve or tee shirt tops – if you choose a tee shirt – avoid anything  
  all white (white with a logo is fine) 
 Hat 
 Work gloves – inexpensive at Ace Hardware 
 Personal water bottle (water available at  worksite for refills) 
 Sunscreen 
 Consider bandanna for sweat control  
 
Clothes and Personal Items for Campground and Travel Days 
 Comfortable shoes/socks for the drive and the campsite 
 Shorts ok if desired 
 Long pants  
 Sandals ok if desired 
 Jacket and additional layers as needed as evenings can be chilly 
 Swimsuit for use in the wash house, consider plastic sandals for shower  
 Personal towel 
 Personal hygiene items (soap and shampoo in bottles or tubes easier too  
  manage in the bath house- no electricity for that electric    
 toothbrush!!) 
 Lip Balm if you usually need it 
 Medications 
 Sleeping pills if needed 
 Sleeping clothes (long underwear makes good pajamas) 
 Consider reserving one clean outfit for the drive home but also note that  
  every year Amor gives us one Amor shirtwhich can be used   
  for this 
 Book or Kindle (with charger) 
 Favorite Snacks (however, all participants get a snack pack with a   
  variety of nuts/fruits/sweets  treats for the week) 
 
Equipment for Campground 
 sleeping bag 
 sleeping pad 
 pillow 



 tent (LCI has some tents) 
 folding camp chair 
 headlight  OR flashlight (very handy for night trips to the baἢo)  
 Consider a solar shower (available at Big Five) 
 
Other Essentials 
 PASSPORT 
 Cash – Bring enough for fast food style meals on the drive down and back 
and a few US dollars for the campstore (Fabulous churros for $3.00!!).   
 
Electronics 
 While security at the camp is good, leaving expensive electronic items  
 there  should be avoided.  Similarly, security at the worksite is   
 very limited.  Don't bring anything you simply can't lose. 
 
 Some cellular plans charge very high fees for international calls – be   
 sure you know your plan or put your phone on ariplane mode   
 before you cross the border.  Minors will not be allowed to use cell   
 phones in any mode at the worksite (includes but not limited to   
 camera, phone or music).  Adults may use phones as cameras to 
 document the build. 
 
 The Amor campstore has a few electrical outlets but they limit their use to 
 persons with medical devices which must be charge.   Be sure you bring all 
 the  charging cords needed for your devices and be prepared to take your 
 turn charging in the vehicles. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  


